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ABSTRACT
The common practice of power infrastructure oversubscription
in data centers exposes dangerous vulnerabilities to well-timed
power attacks (i.e., maliciously timed power loads to overload the
infrastructure capacity), possibly creating outages and resulting in
multimillion-dollar losses. In this paper, we focus on the emerging
threat of power attacks in a multi-tenant data center, where a mali-
cious tenant (i.e., attacker) aims at compromising the data center
availability through power attacks. We discover a novel acoustic
side channel resulting from servers’ cooling fan noise, which can
help the attacker time power attacks at the moments when benign
tenants’ power usage is high. Concretely, we exploit the acoustic
side channel by: (1) employing a high-pass filter to filter out the
air conditioner’s noise; (2) applying non-negative matrix factor-
ization with sparsity constraint to demix the received aggregate
noise and detect periods of high power usage by benign tenants;
and (3) designing a state machine to guide power attacks. We run
experiments in a practical data center environment as well as sim-
ulation studies, and demonstrate that the acoustic side channel
can assist the attacker with detecting more than 50% of all attack
opportunities, representing state-of-the-art timing accuracy.

1 INTRODUCTION
The exploding demand for cloud services and ubiquitous computing
at the Internet edge has spurred a significant growth of multi-tenant
data centers (also referred to as “colocation”). The U.S. alone has
nearly 2,000 multi-tenant data centers, which are experiencing
a double-digit annual growth rate and account for about 40% of
all data center energy consumption [1–3]. Unlike a multi-tenant
cloud platform where users rent virtual machines (VMs) on shared
servers owned by the cloud provider, a multi-tenant data center
offers shared non-IT infrastructures (e.g., power and cooling) for
multiple tenants to house their own physical servers. It serves as
a cost-effective data center solution to almost all industry sectors,
including large IT companies (e.g., 25% of Apple’s servers are housed
in multi-tenant data centers [4]).

Naturally, it is extremely important to provide a highly reliable
power supply to tenants’ servers in a multi-tenant data center. To
accomplish this, data center operators have typically employed
backup power and infrastructure redundancy (e.g., duplicating
each power supply equipment, or 2N redundancy, as illustrated
in Fig. 1), safeguarding multi-tenant data centers against random
power equipment faults and utility power outages. For example,
power availability in amulti-tenant data center with state-of-the-art
2N redundancy can exceed 99.995% [5–7].

The high availability of data center power infrastructures comes
at a huge cost: the capital expense (CapEx) is around U.S.$10-25
for delivering each watt of power capacity to the IT equipment,
taking up 60+% of a data center operator’s total cost of ownership
over a 10-year lifespan [8–11]. Thus, in order to reduce and/or
defer the need for infrastructure expansion, a common technique is
power oversubscription: similarly as in other industries (e.g., airline),
a multi-tenant data center operator sells its available data center
infrastructure capacity to more tenants than can be supported.
The rationale of power oversubscription is that different tenants
typically do not have peak power consumption at the same time.
The current industry average is to have a 120% oversubscription
(yielding 20% extra revenue without constructing new capacities)
[12, 13]. Moreover, power oversubscription is also commonly found
in owner-operated data centers (e.g., Facebook [10]), and more
aggressive oversubscription [14, 15] has been advocated.

Despite the compelling economic benefit, power oversubscrip-
tion is not risk-free and can potentially create dangerous situa-
tions. Concretely, although generally uncommon, tenants’ aggre-
gate power demand can exceed the design power capacity (a.k.a.
power emergency) when their power consumption peaks simultane-
ously. Power emergencies compromise infrastructure redundancy
protection (illustrated in Fig. 1) and can increase the outage risk by
280+ times compared to a fully-redundant case [5]. Moreover, data
center power infrastructures are not as reliable as desired. In fact,
compared to cyber attacks, power equipment failures are even more
common reasons for data center outages, for which overloading the
design power capacity is a primary root cause [16, 17]. For example,
despite backup power equipment and redundancy, a power outage
recently occurred in British Airways’s data center and cost over
U.S.$100 million [18].

As a consequence, the significant outage risk associated with
power emergencies has prompted active precautions. Concretely,
due to the lack of control over tenants’ servers, a multi-tenant data
center operator typically restricts tenants’ “normal” power usage to
be below a fraction (usually 80%) of their subscribed capacities as
stipulated by contractual terms. That is, tenants may only use their
full subscribed capacities in limited occasions, and non-compliant
tenants may face power cuts and/or eviction [19, 20]. Thus, this
can effectively eliminate most, if not all, severe power emergencies,
thus achieving the designed availability.

While power oversubscription has been regarded as safe due
to safeguard mechanisms, recent studies [14, 21–23] have demon-
strated an emerging threat — power attacks, i.e., malicious power
loads that aim at overloading the shared capacity — which could
create frequent power emergencies and compromise data center



availability. Although there are only limited attack opportunities as
illustrated in Fig. 2, the impact of power attacks is devastating. As
shown in Table 2 in Appendix A, even if power attacks can create
power emergencies for only 3.5% of the time, multi-million-dollar
losses are incurred by both the operator and affected tenants (the
calculation method is available in Appendix A).

In a multi-tenant data center, a malicious tenant (i.e., attacker)
must precisely time its peak power usage in order to create suc-
cessful power attacks without violating the operator’s contract:
the attacker only uses its full subscribed capacity when the power
demand of other benign tenants’ is high. In the existing research
[22], such precise timing is achieved through the help of a thermal
side channel resulting from heat recirculation — benign tenants’
server heat, which can recirculate to the attacker’s temperature
sensors, is a good indicator of their power usage. Nonetheless, ex-
ploiting the thermal side channel has several key limitations. First,
heat containment techniques are increasingly common in modern
data centers to improve cooling efficiency and thus can effectively
mitigate, or even eliminate, the thermal side channel. Second, in
order to time its power attacks, the attacker must be able to con-
struct a data center heat recirculation model, which can deviate
significantly from the actual environment and lower the timing
accuracy. Last but not least, it may take a long time (> 1 minute)
for the heat generated by distant servers to affect the attacker’s
temperature sensor, rendering the estimation possibly outdated. All
these factors would contribute to the limited applicability of the
thermal side channel in practice.

Contributions of this paper. This paper focuses on the emerging
threat of power attacks in multi-tenant data centers and exploits a
novel side channel — acoustic side channel resulting from servers’ noise
generated by cooling fans — which assists an attacker with timing
its power attacks. Concretely, the key idea we exploit is that the
energy of noise generated by a server’s cooling fans increases with
its fan speed measured in revolutions per minute (RPM), which is
well correlated with the server power (Section 4.1.2). Thus, through
measurement of the received noise energy using microphones, an
attacker can possibly infer the benign tenants’ power usage and
launch well-timed power attacks, which significantly threaten the
data center availability. Nonetheless, there are three key challenges
to exploit the acoustic side channel.
• How to filter out the computer room air conditioner’s (CRAC’s)

fan noise? In a data center, the volume of CRAC’s fan noise is often
significantly greater than that of servers’ fan noise, thus making
the servers’ fan noise undetectable.
•How to relate the received aggregate noise energy with benign ten-

ants’ aggregate power consumption? There are many noise sources
(e.g., servers) in a data center, all arriving at the attacker’s micro-
phones through different attenuation paths. Thus, the mixed noise
energy measured by the attacker has a rather poor correlation with
benign tenants’ aggregate power usage.
• How to detect real attack opportunities? As various types of dis-

turbances can create spikes in the attacker’s received noise energy,
the attacker must be able to avoid these fake attack opportunities
and launch attacks at the right moments.

In this paper, we address all these challenges (Section 4). First, we
investigate differences between servers’ fan noise and the CRAC’s

fan noise in terms of frequency characteristics, and then propose
a high-pass filter that can filter out most of the CRAC’s fan noise
while preserving the acoustic side channel. Second, we propose
an affine non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) technique with
sparsity constraint, which helps the attacker demix its received
aggregate noise energy into multiple consolidated sources, each
corresponding to a group of benign tenant’s server racks that have
strongly-correlated fan noise energy. Thus, when all or most of the
consolidated sources have a relatively higher level of noise energy,
it is more likely to have an attack opportunity. More importantly,
noise energy demixing is achieved in a model-free manner: the
attacker does not need to know any model of noise propagation.
Third, we propose an attack strategy based on a finite state machine,
which guides the attacker to enter the “attack” state upon detecting
a prolonged high noise energy.

We run experiments in a real data center environment to evaluate
the effectiveness of our proposed acoustic side channel in terms of
timing accuracy. In addition, we complement the experiments with
simulation studies over a longer timescale. Our results show that
the attacker can successfully capture 54% of the attack opportunities
with a precision rate of 48%, potentially creating a million-dollar
financial loss yet spending a small fraction (between 3% and 23%)
of the created loss. Moreover, our achieved timing accuracy is com-
parable to the best-known result reported by the existing research
[22]. Finally, we discuss a possible set of common defense strate-
gies to safeguard the data center infrastructure, such as increasing
infrastructure resilience, mitigating the acoustic side channel, and
early detecting malicious tenants (Section 6).

To facilitate future research on data center acoustic side channels
by other researchers, we have also made our noise recordings along
with server measurements, such as power and fan speeds, publicly
available.

2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR POWER ATTACKS
We here discuss the multi-tenant data center power infrastructure
vulnerability, and show opportunities for well-timed power attacks.

2.1 Multi-tenant Power Infrastructure
As illustrated in Fig. 1, a multi-tenant data center typically has a
hierarchical power infrastructure with the uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) sitting at the top. The UPS acts as a buffer between the
grid electricity and downstream equipment, providing conditioned
power and facilitating seamless switch-over to backup generators
during grid failures. Each UPS is connected to one or multiple
power distribution units (PDUs) which supply power to the server
racks. Each rack also has its own power strip (often called rack
PDU) to connect the servers. All the power equipment have circuit
breakers to protect against power surges as well as to isolate faulty
equipment from the rest.

An important notion in data centers is “design capacity” (also
called critical power budget/capacity), indicating the capacity of
conditioned power supplied to IT equipment (e.g., servers). The
cooling system taking away the heat from servers is also sized based
on the designed power capacity. Data center capacity, therefore, is
often measured based on the total designed power capacity, while
it also includes the matching cooling capacity.
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Figure 1: Loss of redundancy protection due to power attacks in a
Tier-IV data center.

Most data centers have some levels of redundancy to handle
random equipment failures. Specifically, data centers are classified
into four tiers [6, 24]: a Tier-I data center does not have any re-
dundancy, a Tier-II data center has N+1 redundancy only for the
UPS and backup generators, while Tier-III and Tier-IV data centers
have N+1 and 2N redundancy for the entire power infrastructure,
respectively. Fig. 1 shows a Tier-IV data center with 2N redundancy.

A multi-tenant data center leases rack-wise power capacity to
tenants based on its design capacity, and all tenants are required to
meet per-rack capacity constraints. While megawatt UPSes are not
uncommon, data centers often install multiple smaller UPSes (∼200-
300kW), each serving one or two PDUs. For example, a large Tier-IV
data center may have multiple independent sets of 2N redundant
infrastructures. In addition, power capacity is also deployed on an
as-needed basis: new capacity is added only when existing capacity
is exhausted.

2.2 Opportunities
Vulnerability to power attacks.While power oversubscription
is common [13, 14, 21], multi-tenant data center operators use
contractual restrictions to prohibit tenants from using their full
capacities all the time (e.g., a tenant’s normal power usage cannot
exceed 80% of its subscribed capacity) [19, 20]; involuntary power
cuts and/or eviction may apply to non-compliant tenants. Thus,
this can keep the typical aggregate power demand well below the
designed capacity, achieving the designed availability.

We illustrate this point in Fig. 2, where we show aggregate power
trace of four tenants subscribing a total capacity of 15.6 kW while
the designed capacity is 13 kW with a 120% oversubscription.1 In
normal situations, the total power remains below the design ca-
pacity throughout our 12-hour trace. Note that our power trace
includes common workloads such as data processing and web ser-
vices housed in a multi-tenant data center [11, 25, 26].

The safeguards, however, are ineffective and vulnerable to well-
timed malicious power attacks. As shown in Fig. 2, an attacker
can intentionally inject malicious loads by increasing power to its
maximum subscribed capacity when the other benign tenants also
have a high power demand. Consequently, in contrast to the benign
case, we see two power emergencies in the 12-hour trace. Here, the
attacker’s peak power only lasts for 10 minutes at a time, thereby
not violating the contract yet enough to trip the circuit breaker.
Note that, even a benign tenant may occasionally reach its full

1The capacity setting is based on our experimental setup in Section 5.1.
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Figure 2: Infrastructure vulnerability to attacks. An attacker injects
timed malicious loads to create capacity overloads.

subscribed capacity, but unlike in the malicious case, these random
peaks do not necessarily coincide with the peak of other tenants.

Impact of power attacks. The immediate impact of power
attacks is overloading the design capacity and compromising the
infrastructure redundancy, which is extremely dangerous. We use a
state-of-the-art Tier-IV data center with 2N redundancy to illustrate
this point in Fig. 1. Specifically, Fig. 1(a) shows a design capacity
of 200kW and, because of the 2N redundancy design, there are
two independent power paths each having a capacity of 200kW.
The total IT load is equally shared by the two independent paths.
Without a power attack, even though one of the power paths fails,
the load is switched to the alternate path without outage. Hence,
random single path failures are handled by the redundancy design.
Now, suppose that a power attack overloads the design capacity by
10% and that the total IT load is 220kW. As shown in Fig. 1(b), with
a power attack, an actual outage occurs followed by a single power
path failure.

Thus, we see that the data center loses its redundancy protection
when it is under successful power attacks, which can increase the
outage risk by 280 times compared to the redundant case [5, 24].
We can draw similar conclusions for Tier-II and Tier-III data centers
with N+1 redundancy, although the degree of redundancy loss is
evenworse than a Tier-IV data center. For Tier-I data center without
redundancy protection, a successful prolonged power attack (e.g.,
10 minutes) can lead to an outage.

As shown in Table 2 in Appendix A, even if redundancy protec-
tion is compromised by power attacks for only 3.5% of the time,
multi-million-dollar losses are incurred, let alone the loss of cus-
tomers for the victim data center operator.

In summary, despite the infrastructure redundancy and contrac-
tual safeguards in place, a multi-tenant data center with power over-
subscription opens up abundant opportunities for well-timed power
attacks that can result in significant financial losses.

3 THREAT MODEL AND CHALLENGES
We now introduce the threat model and show challenges faced by
an attacker for successful attacks.

3.1 Threat Model
Tenants typically sign yearly leases in multi-tenant data centers.
Our threat model consists of a malicious tenant (i.e., attacker) that
has its servers housed in a multi-tenant data center with oversub-
scribed power infrastructure. The target data center includes one
or more sets of modular “UPS→PDU” power paths (possibly with
redundancies). The attacker leases a certain amount of power ca-
pacity (e.g., at a monthly rate of U.S.150$/kW) and shares one such
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power path with several other benign tenants. It also installs several
microphones on its server covers and/or rack assemblies.

Liberties and limitations of the attacker. We now discuss
what the attacker can and cannot do in our threat model. For power
attacks, the attacker can peak its power usage quickly by launching
CPU intensive tasks. More importantly, the attacker launches power
attacks by maliciously timing its peak power usage within the
operator’s contractual constraint: the attacker poses as a normal
tenant, but it intentionally creates power emergencies by peaking its
power usage when benign tenants’ power usage is also high.

There may exist other types of attacks, such as igniting explosive
devices, physically tampering with the data center infrastructures,
and modifying server power supply units to create power surges
beyond the attacker’s leased capacity (which will first trip the at-
tacker’s rack-level circuit breakers and isolate the attacker from
other tenants). These are all beyond our scope. Moreover, attack-
ing the (possibly shared) network infrastructures are well-studied
threats [27, 28] and also orthogonal to our study.

Finally, the attacker may create multiple tenant accounts (i.e.,
sub-attackers), each exploiting an acoustic side channel (Section
4.1) within a local range of a few meters to infer power usage of
corresponding benign tenants. Nonetheless, we do not consider
multiple attackers that belong to different (possibly competing)
entities, which is left as interesting future work.

Successful attack.We consider a power attack successful when
pa +pb ≥ Pcap is satisfied for a continuous time window of at least
Lminutes (L = 5 minutes in our evaluation and enough for a circuit
breaker to trip [29]), where pa is the attacker’s power, pb is the
aggregate power of the benign tenants, and Pcap is the capacity
of the shared power infrastructure under attacks. Accordingly, an
attack opportunity is said to arise if there could be a successful
power attack (i.e., the attacker’s peak power can result in a capacity
overload for L+ minutes), regardless of whether the attacker actu-
ally launches an attack. Fig. 2 illustrates the attack opportunities in
solid bars.

Note that a successful power attack may not always cause an
outage; instead, it compromises the data center availability and,
over a long term, the outage time in a multi-tenant data center
significantly increases, resulting in million-dollar losses (Table 2 in
Appendix A).

Motivations for attacker.Although geo-redundancy techniques
may prevent certain advanced tenants’ service dis-continuity, a suc-
cessful power attack, even in a single data center, can still lead to
service outages for affected tenants and cost them million-dollar
losses (see the recent example of JetBlue [30]). Meanwhile, tier
classification is downgraded (e.g., a Tier-IV data center becomes a
Tier-II one) due to infrastructure redundancy protection loss, effec-
tively wasting the data center operator’s huge CapEx for achieving a
high availability. Additionally, power outages significantly damage
the operator’s business reputation. On the other hand, the attacker
can create such severe impacts by spending only a fraction of the
resulting loss (3∼23%) borne by the tenants and the operator. Thus,
the attacker can be a competitor of the tenant(s) and/or the data
center operator, or just any criminal organization creating havocs.

3.2 Challenges for Power Attacks
While multi-tenant data centers are vulnerable to power attacks,
the actual attack opportunities are intermittent due to fluctuation
of benign tenants’ power usage.

Naturally, attack opportunities depend on benign tenants’ aggre-
gate power demand at runtime, which is unknown to the attacker.
Additionally, the attacker does not have access to the operator’s
power meters to monitor tenants’ power usage for billing purposes.
The attacker might hack into the operator’s power monitoring sys-
tem to gain the power usage information, but this is safeguarded
in the cyber space and orthogonal to our study.

A naive attacker may try to attack the data center without any
knowledge of other tenants’ power usage by simply maintaining
its maximum power all the time. Nonetheless, this kind of power
usage violates the operator’s contractual requirement, leading to
involuntary power cut and/or eviction. Alternatively, the attacker
may try to launch random power attacks in hopes of capturing some
attack opportunities. This, however, is also not effective and has a
poor success rate (Fig. 16 in Section 5.2), since attack opportunities
are intermittent.

The attacker may also refine its strategy by choosing a smaller
window (e.g., anticipated peak hours) to launch attacks. Nonethe-
less, a successful power attack needs a precise timing due to the
intermittency of attack opportunities, which cannot be located by
simply zooming into a smaller time window in the order of hours.
Alternatively, the attacker may launch attacks whenever it sees one
of the power paths is down (due to equipment fault or maintenance
shut-down). Again, intermittency of attack opportunities mandates
precise timing for an attack to be successful. Moreover, detecting
the loss of a power path requires a dual-corded connection, which
may not apply in all data centers (e.g., a Tier-II data center) [6].

Limitation of the thermal side channel. In order to achieve
a precise timing for power attacks, a recent study [22, 23] has pro-
posed to use a thermal side channel resulting from heat recircula-
tion to estimate benign tenants’ power. However, heat containment
techniques that reduce (even eliminate) the thermal side channel
are expected to be adopted widely in the modern data centers. In
addition, exploiting the thermal side channel in [22] requires mod-
eling the heat recirculation in the target data center. Although a low
sensitivity to model errors is reported in [22], the attacker needs to
know the data center layout to build the model and any changes in
the layout (e.g., new tenants move in) will require remodeling. Last
but not least, it may take >1 minute for the heat generated by dis-
tant servers to reach the attacker’s temperature sensor, rendering
the estimated benign tenants’ power usage information possibly
outdated. Thus, the thermal side channel may not be as widely
applicable as desired by the attacker.

In summary, a key challenge faced by the attacker is how to pre-
cisely time its power attacks at the moments when the benign tenants’
aggregate power demand is also high.

4 EXPLOITING AN ACOUSTIC SIDE
CHANNEL

A key observation we make in this paper is that there exists an
acoustic side channel which results from servers’ cooling fan noise
and carries information of benign tenants’ power usage at runtime.
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In this section, we first show through experiments on commercial
servers how the noise is generated and its relation to server power.
Then, we present our approaches to address the following three
challenges in order to exploit the acoustic side channel for timing
power attacks in a practical multi-tenant data center environment.
• How to filter out the air conditioner noise?
• How to estimate benign tenants’ power from the mixed noise?
• How to detect real attack opportunities?

4.1 Discovering an Acoustic Side Channel
4.1.1 Theoretical Support. The main sources of noise in data

center servers are cooling fans, hard drives with spinning disks,
and electrical components such as capacitors and transformers
[31]. However, the dominant noise comes from the cooling fans,
which draw cold air from the data center room into servers.2 The
rotating blades in a server’s cooling fans create pulsating varia-
tions in air pressure levels, thus generating high-pitched noise with
frequency components that depends on the fan speed. The rela-
tionship between the noise major tone frequency and fan speed in
RPM (revolutions per minute) is governed by: Frequency (Hz) =
1
60 × Fan RPM × Number of Blades. Fig. 3 illustrates how the ro-
tating blades creates the noise tones [31]. The fans also generate
broadband white noise due to the friction of airflow with the electri-
cal components inside the server. Among other less significant noise
sources, hard disks create low-pitched humming noise, while the
transformers and capacitors create tapping noise due to mechanical
stress caused by the alternating current.

More importantly, a server’s fan speed increases with its power
consumption, serving as a good indicator of the server power. In a
server, most of the power consumption converts into heat, which
needs to be removed through cold air flowing through the server
to maintain the temperature of internal components below a safe
operating temperature threshold. As data center rooms operate in
a conditioned temperature with little to none variation [32, 33], the
amount of heat carried away from a server is directly proportional
to the cold air flow rate which, according to the fan law [34], is
directly proportional to the fan speed for a given server. Hence,
the relationship between server power consumption p and fan
speed r can be approximated as follows r ≈ k1 · p, where k1 is
a proportionality constant that depends on the server’s airflow
impedance, data center air density, operating temperature, among
others. In addition, following the empirical formula presented in
[35] for a two-dimensional passage (e.g., a server case), the noise
signal energy resulting from fan rotations is proportional to the
fifth power of the air-flow rate, which in turn is proportional to the
fan speed as well as the server power. This gives us the following
2Air cooling is dominant in multi-tenant data centers. Liquid cooling, i.e., using liquid
inside a server to remove heat, is typically used in high-performance computing centers
(a different type of data center [1]) due to their ultra-high power density.
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relation between the noise signal energy L and the server power
(electricity) consumption p: L ≈ k2 ·p5, where k2 is a server-specific
proportionality constant. Therefore, this relation provides us with a
theoretical support that the server fan noise energy serves as a good
side channel that can reveal the server power usage information.

4.1.2 Experimental Validation. We now run experiments on a
set of four Dell PowerEdge 1U rack servers (a popular model used in
data centers) to validate the relation between the server noise and
power consumption. To minimize the disturbances from external
sources, we put our servers in a quiet lab environment with the
room temperature conditioned at 72oF. We vary the power con-
sumption of the servers by running CPU intensive loads at different
levels. We record the server noise using a Samson Meteor studio
microphone (with a sampling rate of 8k/sec) placed in front of the
server inlet. We also monitor the servers’ power consumption, fan
speeds, inlet and exhaust air temperatures. Fig. 4 shows the picture
of internal components of the server with a close-up picture of one
cooling fan and the noise recording setup.

The first thing to notice is that there is an array of cooling fans
in the server spanning the entire width. This type of fan placement
facilitates cold airflow through all the components in the server
and is widely used in today’s servers. By default, these fans are
dynamically controlled by the server based on the temperature
sensor readings from different internal components (e.g., CPU). In
our servers, there are seven fans, which are regulated individually
by Dell’s built-in fan control algorithm based on the need of the
fan’s designated cooling zone inside the server to achieve an exhaust
hot air temperature below a safety threshold [36].

Fig. 5(a) shows the server power consumption and one server’s
cooling fan speed. Both individual fan speeds and the mean fan
speed are shown. It can be seen that the mean fan speed closely
matches the server power consumption, thereby corroborating that
the server fan speed is a good side channel for server power con-
sumption. Next, in Fig. 5(b) we show the recorded noise frequency
spectrum based on FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) each having a
10-second window. We see that the effect of changes in server’s
power is clearly visible: with a high power, the noise frequency
components also increase and there are more high-frequency com-
ponents. The lower frequency components are mainly due to the
background noise in the lab. We further take two sample points
in time from the frequency spectrum, representing high and low
server power respectively, and show them in Fig. 5(c). We confirm
that a high server power generates higher-intensity noise across the
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Figure 5: The relation between a server’s cooling fan noise and its power consumption in the quiet lab environment.
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Figure 6: (a) Sharp power change creates noise energy spike. (b) Re-
lation between noise energy and server power.

entire frequency spectrum (especially for high-frequency spectrum).
Additionally, in the zoomed-in figure, we see that there are addi-
tional frequency components in the server noise between 400Hz
and 500Hz. These frequency components clearly show the impact
of changed fan speeds in the noise tone. Note that, because there
are multiple fans that are separately controlled to run at different
fan speeds (Fig. 5(a)), we do not see one single prominent tone in
the server noise spectrum.

Relation between noise energy and server power. To quan-
tify the volume of the server’s cooling fan noise, we use the notion
of “noise energy” (or noise signal energy), which is the sum of the
square of each frequency component after performing FFT on the
recorded noise signal over a 10-second window. Equivalently, noise
energy is also the same as the square of time-domain noise signal
amplitudes over the same 10-second window due to the Parseval’s
theorem. Note the difference between “noise energy” and ”server
power” that are frequently used in this paper: noise energy means
the recorded noise signal energy over a certain time window (not
the real energy and hence a scaler without units), whereas server
power is the real power in our conventional notion.

In Fig. 6(a), we show that a sudden change in server power creates
a noise energy spike, which then gradually slows down to a stable
value as the server power stabilizes. This is due to the internal fan
control algorithm reacting to a sudden change in power and heat:
the fans try to bring down the suddenly increased temperature to a
safe range as quickly as possible, thus running at an exceedingly
high speed and generating a noise energy spike. Note that such
noise energy spikes may not represent a real attack opportunity
and needs to be detected by the attacker in order to improve its
timing accuracy (Section 5.2).

In Fig. 6(b), we show the relationship between the noise energy
and server power consumption. For this figure, we run the server
at different power levels, each for 20 minutes to reach the steady
state. We see that the noise energy increases exponentially with
the increasing server power consumption, following the approxi-
mated relation: noise-energy = 10−23·(server-power)6.8. It deviates
slightly from the theoretical relationship because the server also
has other weaker noise sources like capacitors.

To further validate the usage of a server’s cooling fan noise
as an acoustic side channel, we run another experiment on a set
of SuperMicro twin servers. The results are consistent with our
experiments on Dell PowerEdge servers. More details are available
in Appendix B.

To sum up, our experiment corroborates the theoretical investiga-
tion that a server’s cooling fan noise energy serves as a good side
channel to indicate the server power consumption: a server’s cooling
fan noise energy increases with its speed, which in turn increases with
the server power consumption. Nonetheless, there exist multifaceted
challenges to exploit the prominent acoustic side channel in a prac-
tical data center environment, thus motivating our studies in the
subsequent sections.

4.2 Filtering Out CRAC’s Noise
We have yet to show the existence of our discovered acoustic side
channel in a practical data center environment. For this purpose,
we run the same experiment inside our school data center with our
server rack consisting of 20 Dell PowerEdge servers. The details
of our data center are provided in Section 5.1. We run the same
stress in all the servers such that they all have the same power
consumption (and hence similar fan speeds), and record the noise
in front of the server inlet in the middle of the rack. In Fig. 7(a), we
apply 10-second FFT on the recorded noise signal and show the
frequency spectrum, from which we see that unlike in a quiet lab
environment, the low-frequency background noise inside the data
center overwhelms the sound spectrum and changes in servers’
cooling fan noise are hardly visible. We have also varied the blower
setpoint of computer room air conditioner (CRAC), and found the
same result. In fact, as shown in Fig. 7(b), if we do not filter out the
low-frequency components, the recorded noise energy is nearly
the same (i.e., with a ratio close to 1) even though we vary the
server power significantly (2.8kW versus 4kW); nonetheless, even
for fewer servers, the distinction in noise energy at two different
power levels is very clear in a quiet lab environment (Fig. 6(b)).

While some low-frequency components of the background noise
come from servers owned by others, their impact is relatively in-
significant since most of the servers in our experimental data cen-
ter are idle with minimum fan speeds; instead, most of the low-
frequency noise comes from the CRAC that provides cold air to the
servers through large blowers (e.g., fans). Fortunately, the CRAC
fan noise has different frequency tones from servers: a majority
of the CRAC noise is within a lower frequency range compared to
servers’ cooling fan noise, because the blower fan speed in a CRAC
is often smaller than a server’s cooling fan. Therefore, if we apply a
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Figure 7: Server noise and power consumption in our noisy data center. In (b), the ratio is based on the noise of 4kW and 2.8kW server power.

high-pass filter to remove low-frequency components in the recorded
noise, the CRAC’s noise impact may be mitigated.

We validate the idea of using a high-pass filter for recovering
the acoustic side channel and investigate the effect of the cutoff
frequency of the high-pass filter in Fig. 7(b). We specifically look at
the ratio of noise energy given a high server power (4kW) to that
given a low server power (2.8kW). A higher ratio means that the
noise energies between high server power and low server power are
more different and hence more distinguishable (i.e., a better acoustic
side channel). We also show the absolute noise energy recorded in
the high server power case. We see that the ratio sharply rises up
to 200Hz and remains around 1.7, while the absolute sound energy
decreases significantly. While a high ratio is desirable to have a
larger variation in the noise energy as the server power changes,
a too low absolute noise energy is not effective since we need to
have a detectable noise trace. Here, we choose 200Hz as the cutoff
frequency for the high-pass filter, which gives a high ratio of noise
energy given different server power levels and also a moderately
high absolute noise energy. We will later vary the cutoff frequency
in Section 5.2 to investigate how sensitive our timing accuracy is
against the choice of cutoff frequencies. In Fig. 7(c), we further show
the server power and filtered noise energy in the data center. We see
that after filtering out the low-frequency components (mostly due
to the CRAC noise), the recorded noise energy closely follows the
changes in server power consumption, although the noise energy
variation is not as sharp as in a quiet lab environment (shown in
Fig. 6(b)) and there are more random disturbances (addressed in
Section 4.4).

In addition, we also collect data center noise recordings from an
online source [37]. Then, we mix the collected data center noise
with our own server noise recordings to emulate a scenario as if we
were putting our servers in another data center. Our results further
confirm that using a high-pass filter can filter out undesired CRAC
noise that would otherwise become dominant in a noisy data center
environment. The details are available in Appendix C.

To conclude, in a practical data center environment, the acoustic
side channel can be recovered using a high-pass filter. In later sec-
tions, all noise signals will pass through the high-pass filter unless
otherwise stated.

4.3 Demixing Received Noise Energy
Up to this point, we have demonstrated an acoustic side channel
resulting from servers’ cooling fan noise in a set of servers that
have the same power consumption. This can be viewed as a set of
correlated noise sources. Although the attacker may create multiple
tenants throughout the data center room, it is not possible for the

attacker to monitor each single noise source by placing a micro-
phone near every rack. Thus, the noise recorded by the attacker’s
microphones will have multiple nearby server racks’ noises mixed
together (plus the CRAC noise which, as shown in Section 4.2, can
be largely filtered out via a high-pass filter).

In the time domain, amplitudes of noise signals from different
tenants vary rapidly and get constructed/destructed over time at
the attacker’s microphones. Nonetheless, statistically, there is little
correlation between each other (as verified in our experiment and
shown in Table 3 in Appendix D). Therefore, the noise energies
generated by different tenants are additive at the attacker’s mi-
crophones and can be captured using a linear mixing model. In
what follows, we directly work on the energy of noise signals (with
low-frequency components filtered out by a high-pass filter).

4.3.1 Noise Energy Mixing Model. We consider a time-slotted
model where each time slot lasts for 10 seconds. The generated noise
energy (after a high-pass filter) over one time slot is considered
as one sample of noise energy signal in our mixing model. There
are M microphones and N noise sources. Fig. 21 in the appendix
illustrates the noise energy mixing process. Each server/rack can
be a noise source, and the attenuation matrix A = [am,n ] ∈ R

M×N
+

includes the attenuation coefficient of each path from a source n
to a microphonem.3 The matrix X =

[
xn,k

]
∈ RN×K+ represents

the noise energy generated by the sources over K time slots. Y =
[ym,k ] ∈ R

M×K
+ is corresponding received noise energy in the

microphones over K time slots, and E = [em,k ] ∈ R
M×K
+ denotes

random disturbing energy. Next, the noise energy mixing process
can be expressed as Y = AX + E.

4.3.2 Noise Energy Demixing. The mixing model in Section 4.3.1
helps us understand how different noise sources impact the at-
tacker’s microphones, but the model is blind to the attacker. Con-
cretely, obtaining the attenuationmatrixA is very challenging, if not
impossible, because of the complex nature of acoustic transmission
channels (e.g., reverberation effects) as well as equipment/obstacles
in between. Moreover, even the number of noise sources (i.e., N ) is
unknown to the attacker.

In a blind environment, a naive strategy would be to simply look
at the noise energy received at the attacker’s microphones and then
launch attacks upon detecting a high received noise energy.We refer
to this strategy as microphone-based attack. Nonetheless, this strat-
egy is ineffective and would lead to a poor timing, because of the
“near-far” effect: a noise source closer to the microphone will have
a bigger impact on the noise energy received by the attacker than
a more distant source, whereas under the microphone-based attack

3The attacker’s own noise energy can be excluded, as it is known to the attacker itself.
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strategy, the attacker simply considers the entire data center envi-
ronment as a single noise source without accounting for location
differences of different servers/racks. Appendix F explains near-far
effects in greater detail. We will further study the microphone-
based attack and show its ineffectiveness in our evaluation section
(Fig. 16).

To mitigate near-far effects, the attacker can demix its received
noise energy into multiple sub-components, each representing a
consolidated noise source (e.g., a set of servers generating corre-
lated noise energies). While near-far effects can still exist within
each consolidated noise source, they tend to be less significant in
general compared to those when viewing all the benign servers as
a single source, which is attested to by our evaluation results under
various settings. Hence, if a consolidated noise source has a high
noise energy, then we see based on the acoustic side channel that
the corresponding servers are likely to have a high power usage.
Therefore, if all or most of the consolidated noise sources have a high
noise energy level, then it is likely that the aggregate power of benign
tenants is also high and an attack opportunity arises.

Our proposed noise energy demixing falls into the problem of
blind source separation (BSS), which decomposes the received signals
in amodel-freemanner [38]. Concretely, in our context, BSS can sep-
arate the mixed noise energy signals into multiple less-correlated
components, each representing a consolidated noise source. We il-
lustrate the key idea of BSS in Fig. 8, where the actual noise sources
on the left side, mixed together in the data center, are demixed
into several consolidated sources. Note that demixing is in general
non-deterministic and hence, there is no “wrong” demixing.

Among various BSS techniques, we choose to use affine NMF
(non-negative matrix factorization) with sparsity constraint [39, 40].
NMF was introduced as a low-rank factorization technique and
utilized in unsupervised learning of hidden features [41–43]. In
our context, it groups together multiple noise energy signals as
a single consolidated source, within which noise sources tend to
have correlated noise energy and near-far effects are generally less
significant. In Appendix G, we explain in detail how NMF works
and why it achieves a good timing accuracy for power attacks.

Concretely, the attacker obtains at time t the noise energy signals
yt = [y1,t ,y2,t · · ·yM,t ]

T through its M microphones (as before,
all the noise signals have passed through a high-pass filter to fil-
ter out the CRAC noise), where T is the transpose operator. We
use L to denote the number of consolidated noise energy signals
zt = [z1,t , z2,t · · · zL,t ]

T, each representing the sum of a group of
servers’ noise energy. The value of L is chosen by the attacker (e.g.,
usually L < M). The attenuation matrix for these L consolidated
noise sources are B = [bm,l ] ∈ R

M×L . To apply NMF, the attacker

has to collect enough signal samples in order to exploit the sta-
tistical attributes. Here, the attacker applies NMF over the past
K samples, and we use the notations Yt = [yt−K+1,yt−K · · · ,yt ],
Zt = [zt−K+1, zt−K · · · , zt ], and Et = [et−K+1, et−K · · · , et ] with
et = [e1,t , e2,t · · · eM,t ]

T being the random disturbances.
Formally, the problem at hand can be stated as: given Yt and

Yt = BZt + Et , the attacker blindly estimates Zt without knowing
the attenuation matrix B. For a better estimation, we impose a
sparsity constraint on Zt , i.e., Zt becomes very sparse with non-
zero elements only when the noise energy of consolidated sources is
sufficiently high. This is good for our purpose, because the attacker
only needs a good estimation for the high power (hence, high noise
energy) periods. Thus, we rewrite Yt = BZt + Et as Yt � BZ̃t +
BoIT + Et , where Bo ∈ RM×1 is the static part in the received noise
energy signals, I is a K × 1 unit vector, and Z̃t is the sparse version
of the consolidated noise energiesZt . With the disturbing matrix Et
modeled as having i.i.d. white Gaussian entries, estimating Z̃t and
B can be formulated as a minimization problem with a Euclidean
cost plus a sparsity target/regularization as follows:

F (B, Z̃t ,B0) =
1
2
∥ Y − B̄Z̃t − B0IT ∥2F +λ

∑
l,k

z̃l,k (1)

subject to all entries in B, Z̃t , B0 being non-negative. In (1), note
that | | · | |F is the Felonious norm, B̄ =

[
B1
| |B1 | |

, B2
| |B2 | |

· · ·
BL
| |BL | |

]
in

which Bl is the l-th column of B, and λ ≥ 0 is a weight parameter
that controls the degree of sparsity. Note that the column normal-
ization of B is to make sure the sparsity constraint does not become
irrelevant in the cost function: since the sparsity part of the cost
function (1) is strictly increasing, B needs to normalized after every
update; otherwise, the solution can lead to very high values of B
and small values of Z̃t [44].

The objective function in (1) is not jointly convex in B, Z̃k , and B0.
Thus, we use alternating least squares (ALS) with gradient descent
and derive the following multiplicative update rules in a compact
matrix form based on [39, 40]:

Z̃t ← Z̃t ⊙
B̄T(Y − BoIT)
B̄TY + λ + ϵ

(2)

B ← B̄ ⊙
(Y − BoIT)Z̃T

t

B̄Z̃t Z̃
T
t + ϵ

(3)

Bo ← Bo ⊙
ITY

IT(B̄Z̃t + BoIT)
(4)

where ϵ is a small positive number added to the denominator to
avoid division by zero, and ⊙ is the Hadamard (components-wise)
product. The above update rules yield fast convergence to a (pos-
sibly local) optimum [40]. Note that reaching a unique global op-
timum is not guaranteed for NMF (due to number of unknown
variables greater than the observations) and remains an open prob-
lem, which is beyond our scope.

4.4 Detecting Attack Opportunities
To detect periods of benign tenants’ high power usage based on
estimates of noise energy generated by different (consolidated)
sources, we propose an online estimation process as well as a state
machine to guide its attacks, as explained below.
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Figure 9: State machine showing the attack strategy.

4.4.1 Online Noise Energy Dimixing. At each time t , the at-
tacker performs NMF once over its received noise energies over
the past K time slots. While the sparse version of noise energy
Z̃t throughout the entire look-back window with K samples gets
demixed (as shown in (1)), only the latest demixed value z̃t is useful
and employed by the attacker for detecting attack opportunities.
Since the attacker does not know which set of racks correspond
to which consolidated noise source and the scale of z̃t is not pre-
served in NMF [39, 40], we need re-scaling to make use of z̃t . In
our study, re-scaling is done to ensure that, for each consolidated
source n, the sparse version of demixed noise energy has a normal-
ized average value of 0.5 throughout the entire look-back window:
1
K
∑t
k=t−K+1 z̃l,k = 0.5, for all l = 1, 2 · · · L.

Finally, we note that the NMF itself converges very quickly due
to its matrix-based update rules and hence produces a fast online
estimation for the attacker. In our evaluation, demixing noise energy
over a 12-hour look-back window takes less than a second in Matlab
run on a typical desktop computer.

4.4.2 Launching Attacks. Although demixed noise energy is re-
scaled (to have the same average for all consolidated sources), an
attack opportunity is more likely to arise if the latest demixed noise
energy is high for all consolidated sources. Thus, we propose a
threshold-based attack strategy in which the noise energy demixed
online is continuously fed to the attacker for detecting attack oppor-
tunities. Specifically, at time slot t , the attacker considers there is an
attack opportunity when Eest > Eth , where Eest =

∑L
l=1 z̃l,t is the

aggregate estimated noise energy (i.e., sum of the latest normalized
demixed noise energy of all consolidated sources, after re-scaling as
discussed in Section 4.4.1) and Eth is the attack triggering threshold.
The attacker may tune the threshold Eth at runtime based on how
often it can launch attacks (e.g., lower Eth to launch more attacks
and vice versa).

In addition, to avoid attacking transient noise energy spikes
caused by a sudden change in server power (Fig. 6(a)), the attacker
waits for Twait minutes before launching an attack if the rate of
change in Eest across two consecutive time slots is higher than a
preset threshold ∆th .

As per the operator’s contract, the attacker can keep its power
high for only Tattack minutes each time. If Eest falls below Eth
during an attack (i.e., before Tattack expires), instead of reducing
power immediately, the attacker waits for Tr essume minutes to see
if Eest becomes high again. After each attack, the attacker waits
for Thold minutes before re-launching an attack.

We further illustrate the attack strategy using a state machine in
Fig. 9, where the shaded boxes are the attack states (i.e., the attacker
uses its full power). Using this strategy, the attacker can already
achieve a reasonably high attack success rate (∼50%, comparable
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Figure 10: Layout of our data center and experiment setup.

to the best-known value [23]), although more sophisticated attack
strategies can be interesting future work.

5 EVALUATION
We run experiments in a real data center environment and conduct
simulations, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our discovered
acoustic channel and study how well it can assist an attacker with
timing power attacks in a multi-tenant data center. The evaluation
results show that, by using the NMF-based noise energy demixing
and attack strategy proposed in Section 4.4, the attacker can detect
54% of all attack opportunities with a 48% precision, representing
state-of-the-art timing accuracy (to our knowledge).

5.1 Methodology
We conduct experiments in a real data center located on our uni-
versity campus. The data center has 14 server racks mainly for
archive and research purposes. These servers are owned by differ-
ent research groups and idle nearly all of the time (as shown by the
PDU reading). As we do not control these server racks except for
our own, these racks are excluded from our experiment and they
mainly generate background noises to provide us with a real data
center environment (e.g., some servers are housed together with
the attacker but they do not share power infrastructures).

In our experiment, we consider three benign tenants and one
attacker sharing the same “UPS-PDU” power distribution path as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Due to limited server racks under our control,
we use speakers that can reliably reproduce the server noise (see
Appendix I) as two of the benign tenants’ server noise sources (#2
and #3). Our own server rack is used as another benign tenant
(#1), while we consider another rack as the attacker and place
four microphones to record the noise. Using the same setup as in
Section 4.1.2, we record two 24-hour server noise traces in our quiet
lab space and use them to emulate two benign tenants. We place
the two speakers playing the two noise traces inside the data center,
along with our server rack. The speaker locations mimic tenants’
location inside a real data center. We show the data center layout
with the locations of the speakers, our server rack, and the attacker’s
microphones in Fig. 10.While scaled-down, our data center captures
the acoustic environment of a real data center. Even in a large multi-
tenant data center, since the acoustic side channel typically spans up
to 10+ meters, the attacker needs to create multiple tenant accounts,
each exploiting the side channel to detect high power usage of
benign tenants within a local range. Moreover, our experimental
data center has a similar size with an edge multi-tenant data centers
that are quickly emerging to accommodate the growing demand of
Internet of Things applications [45]. Finally, we also test our timing
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Figure 11: Illustration of power attacks.

approach in larger data centers by using online sources of data
center noise (Appendix C) and simulating a different data center
layout (Appendix M).

For each noise energy demixing (Section 4.4.1), we use the past
12-hour noise recording. Thus, although we run the experiment for
24 hours, there is no noise energy demixing or attack opportunity
detection within the first 12 hours, and our figures only show results
for the second 12 hours.

Tenant sizes. Due to equipment constraints, we perform scaled-
down experiments as in prior studies [11, 26]. Our own server rack
(i.e., the first tenant in our experiment) consists of 20 servers and
has a maximum total power of 4.4 kW. We amplify the server noise
played in the speakers to have a noise level comparable to an actual
rack.With amaximum amplification of the speakers’ volume, we get
roughly five times the noise energy of the original recording inside
our office space. With this scaling factor of five, tenants #2 and #3
each have an equivalent size of 4.5 kW (similar as our server rack
or tenant #1), while the attacker’s size is 2.2 kW. The total capacity
of the power infrastructure with the three benign tenants and one
attacker is 13kW, while the total subscribed capacity is 15.6kW due
to 120% oversubscription. Thus, the three benign tenants under
consideration and the attacker occupy about 86% and 14% of total
subscribed capacities, respectively.

Power trace. We use four different power traces for the three
benign tenants and the attacker. Two of the benign tenants’ traces
are taken from Facebook and Baidu production clusters [10, 25].
For the other two traces, we use the request-level logs of two batch
workloads (SHARCNET and RICC logs) from [46, 47] and convert
them into power consumption traces using real power models [48].
All the benign tenants’ and the attacker’s power traces are scaled to
have 75% and 65% average power capacity utilization, respectively.
Fig. 11 shows the aggregate power trace of all four tenants.

Extended simulation. To evaluate the effectiveness of our dis-
covered acoustic side channel and proposed attack strategies under
different scenarios, we perform a year-long simulation by extend-
ing the 24-hour experiment in the data center. The key point in
the extended simulation is to preserve the noise mixing process
of different sources inside the data center. For this, we divide the
24-hour microphone recordings into 48 half-hour pieces. We then
create the 1-year microphone trace by combining the 48 pieces in a
random order. Overall, there exist attack opportunities for 6.7% of
the times. We verify the extension process using a real experiment
that is detailed in Appendix J.

Other settings. The recording mode of the microphones is set
to 16-bit mono with a sampling rate of 8kHz. We do not use higher
sampling rates for the recording since most of the frequency com-
ponents of interest are well below 4kHz. The attacker uses the
attack strategy described in Section 4.4 with Twait = 2 minutes,
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Figure 12: Impact of attack triggering threshold Eth . The legend “At-
tack Opportunity” means the percentage of times an attack oppor-
tunity exists.

Tattack = 10 minutes, Thold = 10 minutes and Tr essume = 2 min-
utes. In the default case, the attacker does not attack more than
7.5% of the time.

5.2 Results
We first show the results from our experiment inside the data center,
and then present statistics of timing accuracy based on the acoustic
side channel over a 1-year extended simulation. Our results high-
light that the acoustic side channel is prominent for the attacker to
launch well-timed attacks.

Demonstration of power attacks. The microphone record-
ings inside the data centers are converted to noise energy traces
after filtering out frequencies lower than 200Hz. A snapshot of
these traces is shown in Appendix H. These noise energy traces are
applied in NMF to demix the noise energy traces, based on which
the attacker detects the periods of benign tenant’s high power us-
age and launches power attacks. Fig. 11 shows the timing of power
attacks by exploiting the acoustic side channel. We see that there
are two attack opportunity windows, one between hours 6 and
7, and the other between hours 9 and 10. The attacker launches
two successful attacks in the attack windows. However, it also
launches unsuccessful attacks due to false alarms when the benign
tenants’ actual power consumption is low. Further, there is one
short-duration overload around hour 9, but this is deemed unsuc-
cessful because it does not last long enough to reach our threshold
of 5 minutes (to consider an attack successful).

Detection statistics. We look into two important metrics to
evaluate the timing accuracy: true positive rate and precision. The
true positive rate measures the percentage of attack opportunities
that are successfully detected by the attacker, while precision mea-
sures the percentage of successful attacks among all the launched
attacks. The attacker would seek to have both high true positive
rate and high precision. Naturally, how often the attacker would
launch attacks depends on the attack triggering threshold. Fig. 12(a)
shows that, with a lower threshold, the attacker launches more
attacks but many of them are unsuccessful, while with a higher
triggering threshold, the attacker launches fewer attacks but with
a better precision (since it launches attacks only when it is quite
certain about an attack opportunity).

Fig. 12(b) shows the resulting true positive rate and precision
with different triggering levels. We see that the precision goes
up as the triggering threshold increases, while the true positive
rate slightly goes down (because the attacker launches attacks less
frequently). In our default setting, we use a triggering threshold
Eth = 2, which results in attacks for a little over 7% of times with
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Figure 13: Impact of high-pass filter cutoff frequency.
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Figure 14: Impact of attacker size. “x%” in the legend means the at-
tacker subscribes x% of the total subscribed capacity.

54% true positive rate and 48% precision. An attacker would decide
its triggering threshold mostly based on how often it is allowed to
use its full capacity (i.e., launch attacks). Attacking too frequently
can result in contract violation/eviction.

Impact of high-pass filter cutoff frequencies. Applying a
high-pass filter is crucial to filter out undesired CRAC noise while
preserving the desired server noise. Thus, an important parameter
to set is the cutoff frequency, below which the frequency compo-
nents will be eliminated from the recorded noise. We vary the cutoff
frequency and show the corresponding detection statistics in Fig. 13,
while using the default settings for other parameters as specified
in Section 5.1. The results show that the true positive and precision
rates are relatively insensitive to the choice of cutoff frequencies
within a fairly wide range of interest.

Impact of attacker size. The attacker launches power attacks
by increasing its power to the maximum subscribed capacity. Hence,
the subscription amount (i.e., the size of the attacker) plays an
important role. Specifically, a larger attacker is more capable of
launching a harmful attack, as it can cause a larger increase in the
aggregate power. In Fig. 14(a), we study the impact of attacker size
on available attack opportunity, true positive rate, and precision.
Here, we increase the attacker’s capacity while keeping the benign
tenants’ capacities fixed. We also scale the infrastructure capacity
to have a default 120% oversubscription. While we vary the attacker
size, we keep the attack percentage at our default 7.5%.

As expected, we see that a larger attacker results in more attack
opportunities. The precision for a larger attacker is also higher,
while the true positive rate goes down. This is because we keep
the percentage of attacking time fixed at 7.5% while increasing the
attacker size to have more attack opportunities, effectively reducing
the true positive rate.

While a larger attacker can launch power attacks with a better
precision, it also incurs a higher cost due to its increased footprint
in the data center. Thus, we are interested in looking into the impact
of different attacker sizes on the corresponding cost for data centers
with different tiers. In Fig. 14(b), we show the cost impact of the
power attacks with different attacker sizes in a 1MW10,000 sqft data
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Figure 15: Without energy noise spike detection, the attacker
launches many unsuccessful attacks.
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Figure 16: Detection statistics for different attack strategies.

center, assuming the same detection statistics as in Fig. 14(a). The at-
tacker’s cost includes the data center rent (150$/month/kW), server
purchase ($1500/server/3-years), and electricity bill ($0.1/kWh). On
the other hand, the data center cost/loss due to power attacks and
compromised availability is calculated using the method in Appen-
dix A. We see that an attacker can create million-dollar losses, by
spending only a fraction (between 3% and 23%) of the total cost borne
by the data center and affected tenants.

Impact of noise energy spike detection. Here, we test the
effectiveness of the noise energy spike detection mechanism in
our attack strategy in Section 4.4.2. Concretely, we show in Fig. 15
that without the spike detection mechanism, the attacker launches
power attacks (unsuccessful) upon detecting short-duration energy
spikes (e.g., around hours 1, 6, 10 and 11) that possibly result from
a fan RPM spike in case of a rapid server power change (Fig. 6(a)).
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 11, the attacker can effectively avoid
such unsuccessful attacks by waiting for the demixed energy noise
to become stable.

Comparison with other attack strategies.We examine two
alternatives: the simplemicrophone-based power attack (Section 4.3.2)
and random power attacks. In microphone-based power attacks, we
take the average of the noise energy recorded by the four micro-
phones (also with a high-pass filter applied) and compare it against
an attack triggering threshold: if higher than the threshold, then
attack. In random attacks, the attacker launches attacks at ran-
dom periods, with each attack lasting 10 minutes (default value of
Tattack ). Fig. 16(a) shows the true positive rate at different percent-
ages of attack times. We see that our proposed strategy significantly
outperforms both microphone-based and random attack strategies.
In Fig. 16(b), we see similar results for the precision of power at-
tacks. Note that, while significantly worse than our proposed attack
strategy, the microphone-based attack still has a reasonable true
positive rate and precision. This is mainly because our experiment
only has three benign tenants and hence the attenuation coeffi-
cients between different noise sources and the microphones do not
differ very significantly.

Moreover, we consider an improved version of random attacks,
where the attacker possesses and utilizes the knowledge of the
probability of attack opportunities during different hours of a day.
While the knowledge can help the attacker dynamically set its
random attack probabilities, such peak-aware random attacks still
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have much lower true positive and precision rates than our pro-
posed NMF-based approach. The detailed results are available in
Appendix K.

Finally, we note that due to space limitations, more experimental
results are deferred to the appendix, including detection statistics
under an alternate power trace (Appendix L) and detection statis-
tics under a different data center layout with different numbers
of noise sources/microphones/consolidated sources (Appendix M).
Moreover, our university data center does not use perforated tiles
and has a completely different setup than the one considered in
[22]; we cannot place a large number of heat sources to emulate
heat recirculation in our university data center either. Thus, we do
not provide a side-by-side comparison with [22] in terms of timing
accuracy, although our model-free approach achieves a comparable
accuracy with the reported values in [22].

6 DEFENSE STRATEGIES
Given the danger of power attacks timed using the acoustic side
channel, we briefly discuss possible defense strategies.

Power infrastructure resilience. Naturally, attack opportuni-
ties can be decreased by lessening the oversubscription ratio, but
this comes at a significant revenue loss for the operator. Another ap-
proach is to increase power infrastructure resilience against power
attacks. This, however, requires expensive infrastructure installa-
tion and/or upgrades, and more so for multi-tenant data center
operators whose entire investment is the data center infrastructure.
Additionally, tapping into stored energy (e.g., battery) during an
attack may not mitigate cooling overloads, since the actual cooling
load (i.e., server power) is not reduced (Section 2.1). In any case, an
attacker can still launch timed attacks to compromise data center
availability, albeit to a less severe extent.

Acoustic side channel. Power attacks can be potentially miti-
gated by weakening the acoustic side channel. Towards this end,
low noise servers and/or noise-proof server racks can be used [49].
However, these are developed mainly to operate in small-scale
(e.g., one/two racks) placed inside or in close proximity to office
spaces, not for multi-tenant data centers. In addition, because of
foam-sealed doors, special cooling arrangements are required for
noise canceling server racks which are difficult to retrofit in multi-
tenant data centers. Another approach is to destroy the correlation
between server noise energy and server power consumption by
running the cooling fans at maximum speed all the time. But, this re-
sults in a huge energy/cost wastage [50, 51]. Finally, the data center
operator may place variable noise-generating speakers, mimicking
server noise to decrease the attacker’s timing accuracy.

Attack detection. A more proactive approach would be to find
the malicious tenant(s). The data center operator can increase vig-
ilance in its power monitoring to detect suspicious power usage
patterns and pay close attention to that tenant. Then, the operator
may take additional safety measures. Alternatively, the operator
may revise its contract terms to prohibit certain power usage pat-
terns that are likely malicious power attacks.

Server inspection. The attacker can conceal very small-sized
microphones (e.g., spying microphone) on its servers or racks that
cannot be easily detected via visual inspection. Thus, on top of
today’s routine visual inspection, the data center operator may

need to use advanced microphone detection devices to protect the
data center facility against unauthorized listening devices.

Note that installing per-server circuit breakers (which are already
available in some data centers) is not very helpful for defending
against power attacks. The reason is that the attacker does not
violate the operator’s contractual constraint and hence, the operator
cannot forcibly/arbitrarily cut power supply to any particular tenant
(including the attacker) when power emergencies occur due to
either coincident peaks or well-timed power attacks. While the data
center operator may sign some contracts with certain tenants in
advance for guaranteed power reduction in case of an emergency,
it would have to pay a high reward to involved tenants.

In conclusion, the above defense strategies (or a combination)
may improve data center infrastructure security in multi-tenant
data centers. A more comprehensive investigation and evaluation
of different defense strategies are warranted as future work.

7 RELATEDWORK
Although common in data centers, oversubscription of power in-
frastructure requires power capping techniques to avoid outages,
including CPU speed throttling [10, 52], workload migration [25],
energy storage discharging [15, 53, 54], among others. These tech-
niques, however, are inapplicable for multi-tenant data center oper-
ators due to their lack of control over tenants’ servers or workloads.

While cyber security has long been a focus of research (e.g., mit-
igating distributed denial of service attacks [27, 28], and stealing
private information through covert side channels [55]), power at-
tacks to compromise data center physical security have also been
recently demonstrated [14, 21, 23]. In particular, [14, 21] propose
to use virtual machines (VMs) to create capacity overloads in cloud
platforms. Nonetheless, VM-based attacks require co-residence of
many malicious VMs to create prolonged harmful power spikes. Ad-
ditionally, attackers do not directly control the power consumption
of their launched VMs; instead, the cloud operator has many con-
trol knobs to migrate and/or throttle the VM power consumption
across the cloud data center [56], safeguarding against VM-based
power attacks. Our work, in contrast, focuses on multi-tenant data
centers where a malicious attacker has its own physical servers,
controls its server power consumption, and has the capacity to
directly overload the shared power infrastructures.

Another recent study [23] exploits a thermal side channel for tim-
ing power attacks in a multi-tenant data center, whose limitations
are discussed in Section 3.2. Compared to [23], we exploit a novel
acoustic side channel which is more universally applicable, utilized
using a model-free approach, and still produces a comparable (even
better) timing accuracy.

Finally, our work adds to the recent literature on energy/power
management in multi-tenant data centers and multi-tenant clouds.
The recent works predominantly have been efficiency-driven, such
as electricity cost reduction [2, 57, 58], improving infrastructure
utilization [11], and reducing the cost of participation in utility
demand response [59, 60]. In contrast, our work studies an under-
explored adversarial setting in multi-tenant data centers.
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper studies power attacks in a multi-tenant data center. We
discover a novel acoustic side channel that results from servers’
cooling fans and helps the attacker precisely time its power attacks
at the moments when benign tenants’ power usage is high. In order
to exploit the acoustic side channel, we propose to: (1) employ a
high-pass filter to filter out the air conditioner’s noise; (2) apply
NMF to demix the received aggregate noise and detect periods of
high power usage by benign tenants; and (3) design a state machine
to guide power attacks. Our results show that the attacker can detect
more than 50% attack opportunities, representing state-of-the-art
timing accuracy.

APPENDIX
A DATA CENTER AVAILABILITY AND

OUTAGE COST UNDER POWER ATTACKS
Availability/Outage. We start with the data center availability
for different tier specifications. Excluding cyber-related outages
that are irrelevant to physical infrastructures, tier-specific data
center availability is reported based on historical data [5]. Now,
Tier-I availability statistics can be considered as the availability of
a single set of power equipment, because Tier-I data center has no
redundancy. For Tier-II and Tier-III data center, there is an outage
when both the primary and redundant infrastructures fail. Then,
we calculate the failure rate of redundant infrastructure for Tier-II
and Tier-III as pf =

1−pa
1−pa, I , where pa is the tier-specific availability

without power attacks and pa, I is the availability of Tier-I data
centers. Using these, we calculate the data center outage probability
with 3.5% power attacks as “96.5% · (1 −pa ) + 3.5% · pf ”. For a Tier-
IV data center, as both primary and redundant infrastructures are
expected to be fully independent [5, 24], we consider that they have
the same failure probability calculate as

√
1 − pa . Thus, with power

attacks, the outage probability is “96.5% · (1−pa )+3.5% · [2
√

1 − pa−
(1 − pa )]”. The availability statistics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Data center outage with power attacks.

Classification Availibility
(%)

Outage
(hours/Yr.)

Availibility
w/ Attack

(%)

Outage
w/ Attack
(hours/Yr.)

Tier-I 99.671 28.82 96.182 334.41
Tier-II 99.741 22.69 96.995 263.26
Tier-III 99.982 1.58 99.791 18.3
Tier-IV 99.995 0.44 99.946 4.74

Outage cost. The outage cost can differ widely based on what
kind of services are running in a data center. For estimation pur-
poses, we use the cost of outage per square-fit per minute based
on the Ponemon Institute’s survey report [16]. In addition to the
outage cost due to increased downtime with power attacks, the
intended availability target for tier classification is also lost, and
hence the added CapEx to achieve a higher tier is essentially wasted.
We calculate the capital loss by considering an infrastructure CapEx
of $10/W, $11/W, $20/W and $22/W for Tier-I, Tier-II, Tier-III and
Tier-IV data centers,respectively [7], amortized over 10 years. We
downgrade a data center to a lower tier if the annual outage time
becomes higher than that required for a certain tier. The outage

costs induced by power attacks for different tiers are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: Cost impact of power attack 3.5% of the time on a 1MW-
10,000 sqft data center.

Classification
Outage
Cost

($/hour/sqft)

Increased
Outage Cost
(mill. $/Yr.)

Capital
Loss

(mill. $/Yr.)

Total
Cost

(mill. $/Yr.)
Tier-I 1.98 6 n/a 6
Tier-II 6.4 15.5 0.1 15.6
Tier-III 46.7 7.8 0.9 8.7
Tier-IV 55.6 2.4 1.1 3.5

B EXPERIMENTWITH A DIFFERENT
VENDOR’S SERVERS

1 Server front view

1

2

3

4

2 Internal components
3 Cooling fans

4 Experiment setup

Figure 17: Experiment setup with the SuperMicro twin server set.
Picture #2 is taken from the manufacturer’s website, since opening
the server case by ourselves would void themanufacturer warranty.

To corroborate our findings with the Dell PowerEdge servers,
we borrow a set of SuperMicro twin servers from our colleague and
conduct experiments to show relation between the server power
and noise signal energy. As a major server vendor, SuperMicro is
ranked the fifth by NPD Group in terms of market share [61]. The
twin servers consist of two servers placed in parallel in a 1U server
chassis. There are six cooling fans located in the front part of the
twin server set, three fans for each server. We load the servers at
different power levels and record the corresponding server noise.
The twin server set and experiment setup are shown in Fig. 17.

We show the power trace and corresponding noise energy in
Fig. 18(a). In particular, for the SuperMicro servers, we can see sim-
ilar results as in our Dell PowerEdge server experiments (Fig. 7(c)),
where the noise signal energy closely follows the server power. We
show the noise and frequency spectrum of the SuperMicro server
in Figs. 18(b) and 18(c), which also match the results from our Dell
servers revealing that higher server power consumption results in
higher frequency noise.

Note that SuperMicro has its own proprietary algorithm for
controlling fan speeds, which may be different from the one used
by Dell PowerEdge servers. For example, when there is a sharp
change in server power, unlike Dell PowerEdge servers that start
spinning fans at the maximum speed (possiblely to avoid potential
catastrophic consequences, as shown in Fig. 6(a)), we do not see a
high spike in the noise energy for SuperMicro servers in Fig. 18(d);
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(d) Power spike v.s. noise energy change
Figure 18: Experimental results on SuperMicro servers.

instead, SuperMicro servers tend to moderately increase the fan
speed (hence noise energy) at first and, only after a sustained higher
power, increase the fan speed to accommodate necessary cooling
needs for that power level. Nonetheless, the basic intuition still
holds: with a higher server power, more cold air is needed, thus
running cooling fans at a higher speed and making more noise.
Although the absolute value of actual noise energy can vary with
different server models, our attack strategy utilizes the relative
noise levels (Section 4.4): with a higher noise, a consolidated noise
source is more likely (albeit not guaranteed) to have a higher power
consumption, which results in a higher timing accuracy than ran-
dom attacks as well as microphone-based attacks.
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(d) Cutoff frequency for high-pass filter
Figure 19: Impact of a high-pass filter on noise mixture.

Since we currently do not have access to a commercial data
center to test our filtering approach on different CRACs, we collect
an one-hour online trace of “data center noise” from [37] and mix it
with our own server noise recordings as an alternative to validate
our filtering approach. In particular, the collected noise is mixed

with our recorded server noise at a ratio of 90% to 10%, i.e., 90% of
the aggregate noise energy after mixing comes from the collected
online noise while our server noise contributes to the remaining
10%. By doing so, the mixed noise emulates a scenario as if we were
putting our servers in another data center (whose background noise
is captured by the online noise trace) and placing a microphone
nearby our servers to record their noise.

Our own server noise recording done in a lab environment and
the corresponding power consumption are shown in Fig. 19(a) (these
are also used as source#1 in our evaluation under default settings).
Then, we repeat the collected one-hour online noise trace and make
it have a length of four hours. Without filtering, the aggregate noise
energy after mixing is shown in Fig. 19(b), where we can hardly see
any noise pattern that changes with the server power consumption.

Next, we apply a high-pass filter with two different lower cutoff
frequencies (200Hz and 600Hz) on the mixed noise and show the fil-
tered noise energy in Fig. 19(c). We see that the filtered noise energy
reveals the server power pattern exhibited in Fig. 19(a). Meanwhile,
we can also observe a difference in noise energies between the two
filtered signals under different cutoff frequencies. When a higher
cutoff frequency is used, the absolute noise energy becomes lower
since more low-frequency components are discarded. This is clearly
reflected in Fig. 19(d), where the absolute noise energy is for a server
power of 785W and the noise energy ratio is the ratio of the filtered
noise energy when the servers have a power consumption of 785W
(high power) to that when the severs consume 620W (low power).
When using the online noise source as the background noise, the
noise energy ratio reduces (i.e., relatively less difference in filtered
noise energy for two different server power consumptions) com-
pared to the result in our university data center. This is because
the collected online noise is recorded from a large data center that
also includes many background servers in addition to CRACs. To
get a good ratio while keeping a relatively higher absolute server
noise energy, a cutoff frequency can be chosen between 200-500Hz,
which is similar to the experiment in our university data center
and hence demonstrates the practicality of our filtering approach
under different CRACs.

D CORRELATION OF NOISE SIGNAL
AMPLITUDES

In Figs. 20(a) and 20(b), we show a 60-seconds sample of the recorded
noise signals of the three different sources in the time domain, and a
12-hour sample of the noise energy, respectively. We also show the
correlation of the time domain traces of the sources in Table 3. There
is almost a zero correlation among the amplitudes of different noise
sources in time domain, thus making their noise energy additive at
the attacker’s microphones.

Table 3: Correlation of Noise Signal Amplitudes.

Source#1 Source#2 Source#3
Source#1 1.0000 0.0008 0.0001
Source#2 0.0008 1.0000 0.0009
Source#3 0.0001 0.0009 1.0000
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Figure 20: Snapshot of noise traces.

E NOISE MIXING MODEL IN DATA CENTER
We illustrate the server noise mixing model for N noise sources and
M microphones in Fig. 21. The attenuation matrix A = [am,n ] ∈

RM×N+ includes the attenuation coefficient of each path from a
source n to a microphone m. The matrix X =

[
xn,k

]
∈ RN×K+

represents the noise energy generated by the sources over K time
slots. Y = [ym,k ] ∈ R

M×K
+ is corresponding received noise energy

in the microphones over K time slots, and E = [em,k ] ∈ R
M×K
+

denotes random disturbing energy.
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Figure 21: Noise energy mixing process.
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Figure 22: Ineffectiveness of microphone-based attacks. The at-
tacker receives a high noise energy at time slot 2, whereas the actual
attack opportunity is at time slot 4.

F INEFFECTIVENESS OF
MICROPHONE-BASED ATTACKS

We first illustrate near-far effects in Fig. 22 with three racks, with a
normalized distance of 3, 2, and 1 to the attacker, respectively. Each
rack is considered as a single source, and the racks have high power
(and hence generate high noise energy) at different times. The
attenuation coefficients are chosen following the inverse-square
law for sound attenuation with distances [62]. We also normalize
the attenuation coefficient for rack #3 as 1. Then, we see that the
microphone recording has the highest noise energy at time slot
2, whereas the aggregate server power reveals that the time slot
4 has the highest power demand and hence represents an actual
attack opportunity. Thus, the noise signal received by the attacker
is dominated by the noise generated by nearby servers. Thus, even
though the attacker receives a high noise energy, it is possibly
due to that only nearby servers are consuming a high power and
generating a high noise whereas the total power consumption of
benign servers (including those that are located further away from
the attacker) is still quite low. As the microphone-based attack
strategy considers the entire data center environment as a single
noise source without accounting for near-far effects, it has a rather
poor timing accuracy.

G INTERPRETATION OF NMF-BASED NOISE
ENERGY DEMIXING

Without knowing the attenuation matrix A = [am,n ], we propose
to use NMF to blindly decompose the received noise. To facilitate
understanding, we consider the basic NMF without considering
sparsity regularization. Specifically, NMF is aiming to produce a
new attenuation matrix B = [bm,l ] ∈ R

M×L
+ as well as a new set

of L consolidated noise sources which generate noise energy of
Z =

[
zl,k

]
∈ RL×K+ , such that Y ≈ B · Z , where L denotes the

number of consolidated noise sources and is chosen by the attacker
(typically L < M [39, 40]). Generally, for satisfying Y ≈ B · Z , the
matrix B and Z are not unique and, through an iterative process to
solve (1) formulated in Section 4.3.2, NMF returns one such solution
that yields a small square error.

The new attenuation coefficient bm,l returned by NMF indicates
how much noise energy is received by the attacker’s microphone
m for each unit noise energy generated by the consolidated noise
source l . Likewise, zl,k represents the intensity of consolidated noise
source l at time k . Each column of the attenuation matrix B can be
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viewed as a feature, which represents how much noise energy is re-
ceived by the attacker’s microphones when the consolidated noise
source l generates a unit amount of energy. By linearly combining
these features, we can get B · Z to approximately denote the total
received noise energy by the attacker’s microphones. Therefore,
we can see that NMF aims to describe the noise mixing process
in a different way than the actual (unknown) mixing: L consoli-
dated sources generate noise, which is then mixed at the attacker’s
microphones through a new attenuation process characterized by
B.

As B and Z are not unique, the way that NMF identifies consoli-
dated sources is not unique either (e.g., it is even possible that NMF
considers half of an actual physical server as part of a consolidated
source). As NMF involves an iterative optimization process, there
is no simple way to determine which of the possible solutions B
and Z will be returned by NMF [40]. Fig. 8 illustrates an example of
consolidation result, where one server is one physical noise source
in the third row is grouped with the noise sources in the second row
as a single consolidated source. This is not considered as “wrong”.

While one might think that NMF non-deterministically returns
B and Z such that Y ≈ B · Z , NMF is still helpful for the attacker
to time its power attacks. Specifically, NMF mitigates the near-far
effects by dividing the benign servers into different consolidated
sources which, although not guaranteed, tend to have correlated
noise energy. Although near-far effects can still exist within each
consolidated source (e.g., consolidated source #2 illustrated in Fig. 8),
the effects are much less significant compared to viewing all the
benign servers as a single group without differentiation. While it
is possible that in some bad cases NMF considers a nearby server
and the furthest server as an individual consolidated source, NMF
is still better in most cases than viewing all the benign servers as a
single source.

Therefore, although NMF does not (and also cannot) separate
each physical noise source or completely eliminate near-far ef-
fects, NMF suffers from near-far effects to a much less extent than
microphone-based attack strategy, thus improving the attacker’s
timing accuracy. Note that, had NMF been able to completely elim-
inate near-far effects by correctly separating each physical noise
source, the attacker would be able to achieve a precision of nearly
100% (due to the good correlation between the server noise energy
and power usage, demonstrated in Section 4.1.2) as if it were using
a power meter. Naturally, this is not expected for any side channels
in general.

H MICROPHONE TRACES
The noise energy traces recorded by the microphones inside our
data center is shown in Fig. 23. Frequencies lower than 200Hz are
discarded in these traces.

I NOISE PRODUCED BY SPEAKERS
We first run the workload trace in our servers and then record
the noise trace. Then, we play the recorded server noise trace in a
speaker and record the noise from the speaker. Next, we compare
the filtered noise energy of the two recordings (original server noise
and the speaker-reproduced noise) in Fig. 24. The experiment shows
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Figure 23: Snapshot of recorded noise energy (≥200Hz).

that our speakers can closely reproduce the actual server noise and
hence validates our experimental setup.
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Figure 24: Server noise is reproduced by the speaker.

J EXTENDED SIMULATION APPROACH
For our extended simulation, we take a 24-hour recorded noise
trace and divide it into 48 pieces. The pieces are randomly added
together to create a yearly extended trace. To cross validate that
the approach preserves the acoustic environment of noise mixing
in the data center, we also divide the actual 24-hour source server
workload trace (which is used for the initial 24-hour microphone
recording inside the data center) into 48 pieces, and run them on our
servers in the same order as in the extended trace. We then compare
our offline-generated extended noise trace with the actual noise
traces generated by our servers over a 12-hour window. In Fig. 25,
we see that our extended noise trace matches the actual recorded
noise trace generated by servers, demonstrating that our extended
trace conserves real noise mixing process in the data center.
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Figure 25: Offline extended trace matches the actual experiment.

K RANDOM-P: PEAK-AWARE RANDOM
ATTACK

We use a random attack strategy where the attacker possesses and
utilizes the knowledge of the probability of attack opportunities
during different hours of a day, which can help the attacker im-
prove its random attack strategies. Although there exist various
ways to utilize the probability distribution of attack opportunities,
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Figure 26: Probability distribution of attack opportunities, and dis-
tribution of peak-aware random attacks.

we consider that the attacker distributes its total number of attacks
(i.e., total amount of time it attacks) to each hour in proportion
to the probability of attack opportunities during that hour. As our
original power traces (due to multiplexing of multiple power traces
representing diverse workloads) do not exhibit a very clear peak-
valley pattern during each day, we re-order the power traces as well
as the corresponding noise traces. Fig. 26(a) illustrates probability
distribution of attack opportunity probability under the new traces,
where “peak hours” are between 5:00 pm and 10:00 pm. We also
show how the attacker sets its random attack probabilities through-
out the day in Fig. 26(b), subject to the constraint that the attacker
attacks no more than 10% on average as in our default case and
no more than 20% for each hour (since only limited peak power
usage is allowed for each tenant). We denote the new random attack
strategy as Random-P (“Peak-aware” Random).
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Figure 27: Comparison of detection statistics of different strategies.

We compare NMF-based and microphone-based attack strategies
with Random-P. We show the true positive rates for different attack
strategies in Fig. 27(a). For Random-P, we run the experiment 1,000
times and show the detection statistics averaged throughout the
entire day. We see that even with the knowledge of the probabil-
ity distribution of the attack opportunities, Random-P performs
significantly worse than our NMF-based strategy. The reason is
that the actual attack opportunities are intermittent (only a few
minutes), rather than lasting throughout the whole “peak” hours.
Thus, the attacker needs a precise timing to launch power attacks,
which is offered by our NMF-based strategy. Finally, we see similar
results in the precision rates in Fig. 27(b), where NMF outperforms
Random-P with a significant improvement.

L DETECTION STATISTICS UNDER AN
ALTERNATE POWER TRACE

We test NMF against a different power (and hence also noise) trace
other than the one we used in our default evaluation. We divide
the original power and noise traces into half-hour windows and
re-order the trace windows to generate the new traces (similar to
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Figure 28: Detection statistics for different attack strategies with an
alternate trace.

our extended experiment which we have verified using a shorter
real experiment in Appendix J). All the other settings are the same
as in our default case described in Section 5.1. We show the timing
performance of NMF for the new power trace in Fig. 28. We see
very similar results as in our default trace results where NMF sig-
nificantly outperforms the random attacks and microphone-based
attacks. These results indicate that our proposed NMF-based ap-
proach works for different power traces.

M DETECTION STATISTICS UNDER
DIFFERENT SETTINGS
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Figure 29: Simulation settings for robustness study.

Here, we examine the robustness of our NMF-based approach
against the number of consolidated sources as well as the number
of available microphones. Because of the limited number of servers
we have as noise sources and our experimental data center’s restric-
tions on the area we can access to, we resort to a simulation-based
approach. We show the simulated data center layout in Fig. 29(a)
with 15 benign noise sources (each source consists of a pair of two
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adjacent racks, labeled as #1, #2, · · · , #15) and an attacker that has
six racks with 2 microphones placed on each of its server racks.
We follow the standard rack and row dimension for the layout.
The benign noise sources are denoted by #xx , while the attacker’s
microphones are denoted by M#xx , where xx is replaced by an
indexing number. To determine how each source’s noise attenuates
and propagates to the attacker’s microphones, we consider the in-
verse square law which states that noise attenuation is the inverse
of the square of the distance between the noise source and the
receiver [62]. We show the attenuation coefficient (i.e., the mixing
matrix A) in Fig. 29(b), where the values are normalized to have a
maximum of 1. With the attenuation matrix, we now can simulate
the noise mixing process at the attacker’s 12 microphones from
the 15 benign noise sources. We also add the background CRAC
noise collected from the online source [37]. To generate the actual
noise for the servers, we use the same technique we have applied in
our extended simulation (Appendix J). We utilize our three 24-hour
noise traces and randomly re-order half-hour windows to get the
15 source noises. Fig. 30 shows a sample power and noise trace.
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Figure 30: Power and noise energy traces of one of the offline gen-
erated sources.
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Figure 31: Detection statistics with different number of micro-
phones. “L = 4/6” denotes “4/6 consolidated sources when using
NMF”.

We vary the number of microphone recordings by truncating
the attenuation matrix and only keeping some of the 12 micro-
phone recordings. Note that the number of consolidated sources L
is decided by the attacker, and that typically L is smaller than the
number of microphones. We show the impact of available micro-
phones and the number of consolidated sources in Fig. 31. While the
actual quantitative values vary based on the specific settings, the
qualitative results hold in all the examined cases: our NMF-based
approach outperforms the random attacks and microphone-based
attacks in terms of timing accuracy. The reason is that NMF is
able to mitigate near-far effects by dividing all the benign servers
into several consolidated sources with similar power/noise usage
patterns. Our results demonstrate that NMF applies in a variety of
settings.
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